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TOMATOES
Beefsteak
Conventional: Movement has been decent. Pricing
has been in the $9 - $10 FOB range. Costs continue to
be reasonable and that should keep things moving.
Organic: Same as the conventional. Movement is fair
to good. Pricing is all over the place but most quotes
are in the $16 - $18 range. There are some lower and
higher quotes. Just depends on who you talk to.
Expecting things to stay the same for now.

Organic Roma
Market has been at or near the bottom for the last couple of weeks. Movement
is slow overall.

Grape
Conventional and Organic grape tomatoes are flushing right now out of Mexico
and on the East Coast. Good weather and steady supplies should carry through
the Superbowl pull.

Heirlooms
Conventional: California crops are finished until the summer. New crop out of
Baja remains light. Central Mexico volume has already begun.
Organic: Baja crop production is down for the next couple of weekds due to
interplanting. Volume out of Central Mexico is good and continues to improve.

Medley
Organic: Medley tomatoes have an ok supply.
Market is a little short but our grower has supply
to keep us with good volume.
Conventional: Conv medley supplies are
stready. We have multiple top seal pack options
for offer. 9/24 oz top seal and 12/pint top seal.

Organic Cherry
Remain in a crop
transition gap. Cooler
temperatures in
Central Mexico have
delayed new crops for
now.

Organic
Baby/Medley

Organic Sweet
King

Supplies remain
steady. We are able to
offer all pack options:
open pints baskets,
resealable packs, 10 oz

Sweet King tomatoes
are a little short until
the end of next week
and then we should be
breaking in our new

pint clamshells etc.

fields in the Baja south
area.

Round, Roma and Vine-Ripe
Mexico - Volume from Culiacan and Sinaloa are increasing week over week.
Weather has been ideal. Extremely high frieght rates and shortage of
transportation is making it hard for shippers to clean up day-to-day on inventory.
Best quality roma tomatoes $10.95, heavy color and smaller sizes at minimum.
Big vine-ripe round tomatoes ramping up at $10-$12 FOB.
Florida - Good demand on low volume. 6x6s extremely tight $14.00 OTT, 5x6s at
$13.00 OTT and 6x7s remain draggy at $7 - $8 loaded.

Tomato on the Vine
Conventional: Market continues to be very strong. Costs are in the $14 - $16
FOB range. We keep hearing from other shippers that movement is very good
overall. With roma's and vine-ripe tomato markets being weak, we'll see how
things continue on TOVs.We have good supplies and are keeping our pricing very
competitive with the current market.
Organic: Organic movement has not been as good as the conventional. The
market is actually lower on organics than conventional for now. We'll have to wait
and see how things work out on the organic front. It could start to pick up a bit
but we think retail costs will need to be adjusted for that to occur.

ONIONS
All onions are increasing in price mostly due to the shortages of trucks and
available freight out of the Northwest. Medium yellow onions are in fairly good
supply, but jumbo and colossal yellow onions are very limited. Jumbo red and
white onions are also rising in price. This trend should increase as growers
storage crops start to dwindle. It will be a very short spring onion market.

POTATOES
100 count russet potatoes from Wisconsin are slightly higher, others are
steady. 60-70s and 100s from the Pacific Northwest have increased, while
others have remained steady. 40-80s from Colorado have slightly decreased,
other sizings have remained consistent. Idaho has a slight decrease on all
sizes.

CITRUS
Navel
Conventional: California is the
primary source for Navels and
volumes and will continue to build
throughout January and February.
The CA season is lighter on volume
compared to a typical year, off 1520%. Fruit is peaking across the
board with good sizing and volume
on all sizes.
Organic: California's new crop has
started in light volume. Sizing is
peaking on 113/88/138ct with some
72ct and larger. The organic crop is
much like the conventional crop
which is down in overall volume
approximately 25-30%.

Grapefruit
Conventional: California, Texas and
Mexico red grapefruit are available
throughout January. New crop will
peak 36/40/32/48ct with very few
27ct and larger.

Valencia
Conventional: California is done
and the transition into navels has
been completed. Mexico valencia
crop has taken over as the juicing
orange option and will be available
until new crop California starts in
April/May 2022.

Organic: California Rio Red have
started in D3. Sizing is good across
the board. Mexico new crop has
started and will build throughout
January and February.

Lemons
Conventional: California is the
primary source for lemons now
through May/June. Market has been
fair on all fancy fruit and larger sizes.
Wait times for unloading are still an
issue at the ports. California D3 and
D1 are both going and will have good
volumes and will build through
January and into February.
Organic: Mexico and California D3
volume is strong throughout January.
Peak sizes are 140/115/95ct out of all
areas at this time.

Mandarin
Clementine/page crop is still going
now through the next 2-3 weeks and
then the industry will transition into
Tango and Murcott varieties. The CA
season is lighter on volume
compared to a typical year, off 2025%.

Minneola
California D3 new crop has started
and will be strong in January and
February. Sizing is peaking on
80/64/100ct with some larger fruit
available after the new year.

Limes

Cara Cara

Consistent supply.

California new crop has started and
will continue to build througout
January for promotable volumes.

BERRIES
Strawberries
Santa Maria: Very light numbers of
summer planted varieties. No real volume
until we start to see new crop in late
February or the begining of March.

Blueberries
Peruvian, Mexican and Chilean
fruit have all slowed down in
production and will cotninue
to be in short supply until mid
to late January.

Blackberries
Lower than expected
crossings will continue
through next week. Volume
will increase by week 3 and
through the month of January.
Quality is good and volume is
still promotable.

Raspberries
Raspberry crossings have
slowed due to cooler weather
in Central Mexico and FOBs
have begun to reflect the
decrease in production.
Supplies should begin to pick
back up after week 3 and
continue to increase from that
point forward. Expect FOBs to
stay on the high side until the

Oxnard: Starting to see the new crop
volume trending up. Still just on the front
end of the season. Expect the new crop to
continue to trend up fast from here.
Central Mexico: Demand is steady.
Starting to see a bigger increase in overall
production. Expect their volume to continue
to increase moving forward. Wide range in
quality and condition but most reports are
positive.
Florida: Demand is good with steady FOBs.
We are starting to see some moderate
volume but expect it to increase each week
moving forward. Fruit quality and condition
is good.
Call your Veg-Fresh representative for
volume and pricing information!

end of the month.

BELL PEPPERS
Green Bells

Colored Bells

Conventional: Volumes out of
Northern CA and Baja are really
good.

Conventional: Light product coming
out of Mexico. Coachella has started.

Organic: Currently good volume on
organic green bell peppers.

APPLES
Organic apple costs continue to rise
out of the Northwest. Limited
supplies and trucks. Recent weather
issues have closed down the roads to
and from the packing sheds.

Organic: Good volume on organic
colored bell peppers. Aggressive
pricing.

MINI SWEET
PEPPERS
More volume is becoming available
and we are seeing the prices fall due
to the increased volume.

CUCUMBERS
Organic Hot House

Organic Slicer

Volume has tightened up. With
limited volume we are seeing a rise
in price.

Organic slicer cucumbers are in a
growing gap. We have limited
volume.

Cucumbers

Persian

Coming out of Baja, Mexico and
Nogales, Arizona with steady supply.

Good volume and quality on
conventional persian cucumbers. This
is a good time to promote. Organic
persian cucumbers are still tight with
high costs.

BRUSSELS SPROUTS
Conventional: We are currently
harvesting in California with limited
supplies and quality issues.
Organic:We are seeing limited
supplies with quality issues out of
Mexico. Quality issues will last for the
next 2 weeks until new fields start in
Mexico.

CHILES

GREEN BEANS

Product is currently extremely tight,
regardless of location. Northern CA is
done for the season. Baja, due to the
cold weather has extremely light
supply. Sinaloa, MX which will be FOB
Nogales has started.

We have new fields of organic green
beans in Mexico. We are expecting to
see quality issues to due weather.

TROPICALS
Mango

Brazil mango season is now done and
Ecuador crop is still hanging around,
but quality varies on all mangos.
Pricing is high on mostly 6-9ct
mangos. Mostly the Kent variety.
Peru mango season is picking up and
should go into early March.

Pineapples
Conventional: Demand is fair to
good. Pricing is rising slightly. We
currently have good supplies on 7ct
pineapple.
Organic: Decent supplies on both
Mexican and Costa Rican organic
pineapples.

EGGPLANT

SNAP PEAS
We are seeing quality issues at the
moment.

Limited availability on Organic
eggplant due to rain and cooler
weather.

SQUASH
Soft Squash
Organic soft squash volume is limited out of Mexico due to the rain and cooler
weather. Price on organic soft squash is rising.

Hard Squash
Supplies have tightened on organic hard squash and costs are inchin up.
Delicata is winding down for the season. Organic Honeynut should be available
until early February.
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